Abstract -The Radical Basis Function (RBF) neural network is a kind of three-forward neural network, which can approximate any continuous functions to arbitrary precision, particularly suited to solve classification problems. In this paper, according armored vehicle power system silicon rectifier prophase fault is single diode and diode short-circuit fault in a very short period of time turned into the situation of the open-circuit fault, make full use of the characteristics of the RBF network classification to determine the fault to a special diode of the rectifier model. It achieves the aim at fault diagnosis of rectifier. Comparing with BP neural network, RBF neural network has better classification ability.
I. Introduction
At present, army armored vehicles mostly adopt brushless silicon rectifying generator, which consists of a three-phase ac low voltage generator and an air-cooled three-phase bridge rectifier with silicon rectifier diode. Among them, the threephase alternating current coming from the generator rectifier outputs into direct current to supply the power device and generator self excitation, and also for battery charging. As the constant voltage power supply for the whole vehicle electrical and electronic equipments, the rectifier has played an important role in guaranteeing the reliability and quality of the power system. Therefore, it has important practical application value to carry out fault diagnosis method research on rectifier. There are many literatures for the rectifier device fault diagnosis is studied. Among them, the literature [2] is proposed based on support vector machine (SVM) fault diagnosis method of rotating Rectifier Bridge, literature [3] is proposed a rectifier based on SOM and ELMAN neural network fault diagnosis methods, literature [4] puts forward a kind of fault diagnosis methods based on artificial immune algorithm brushless excitation generator. They all obtain a good diagnosis effect from the simulation results.
RBF neural network belongs to the type of feed forward neural networks, in which the underlying layer uses nonlinear optimization strategy to adjust the parameters of the activation function. And the output layer adopts linear optimization strategy of the linear power adjustment. It can approximate any continuous function with arbitrary precision, especially suitable for solving the problem of classification. Overall, the network mapping from input to output is nonlinear, but the network output for adjustable parameters are linear. The adjustable parameters of the network can work out directly by the linear equation, which greatly accelerates the learning speed and avoids local minimum problem [5] . This paper takes full advantage of the characteristics of RBF neural network and flexibly uses in the rectifier fault diagnosis. It is of great significance for intelligent fault diagnosis.
II . RBF Neural Network [5]
The neuron structure of Radical Basis Function (RBF) neural network is shown in figure 1 . The basis function of the activation function uses radial basis function, which usually defined as the space of Euclidean distance between any points into the center of a monotonic function. From figure 1 you can see that the radial basis neural network's activation function is based on the distance between the input vector and weight vector as independent variables. The general expressions of RBF neural network's activation function is:
As the decrease of the distance between the input vector and weight, the network output is increasing. When the input vector and weight vector is consistent, neurons output 1. In the figure 1 b is for the valve value, in order to adjust the sensitivity of neurons. Using RBF neuron and competition neurons can form a probability neural network; this network is applicable to solve classification problems.
Consists of input layer, hidden layer and output layer general RBF neural network structure is shown in figure 2 . Therefore, MATLAB programming can be used for various waveform sampling. Then use RBF neural network to data processing, determine the specific diode fault through comparing the network training output diagnosis results and desired output. Types of expectations in system various faults are shown in table 1. In the guarantee from the sampling points can accurately reflect the characteristics of waveform and not increasing the complexity of the network, 50 sampling points are set per cycle. Take two cycles as example. So there are 100 points in each fault type. Set the sampling interval In the Scope parameters. Then select the Save data to the workspace. Then set the Format type as Array. Then run the Simulink, program it as a RBF neural network input vector.
V. The Training and Validation of the Network
Write neural network training program In the MATLAB M file. In the process of programming, the most important parameter is distributed constant of the radial basis function (RBF).As the sample data are
Due to large sample data, to set the distribution of the constant spread of 1.5.Using radial basis function in matlab neural network toolbox. The function can automatically add the number of hidden layer neurons, until the mean square errors meet the requirements. So the network creation process is the training process.
In order to verify the correctness of this network, some tests on samples are needed. After running M file, diagnosis of test samples can be found within the workspace. Comparisons are shown in table 2. Table 2 As it can be seen from the table, the output of the network vector and the desired output vector is consistent, so as to verify the validity of the network, at the same time also shows that the network has strong ability of classification.
In order to carry out comparison with the method proposed in this paper, the same sample is used as input vector of BP neural network. The network node number of input layer neurons is: N = 100. The network node number of output layer node number is: M = 7. Node number of implicit layer can be referenced to American scientists Hebb proposed empirical formulas:
The "a" is a constant one to ten. The "h" value range is 12 to 20. After many experiments, select "h" as17. Hidden layer neuron selects function tensing [11] (s-shaped tangent function) as activation function. The output layer neurons [11] table 2 and table 3 , RBF network of training results is superior to the BP neural network of training results.
VI . Conclusion
In this paper, according the armored vehicle power system silicon rectifier prophase fault is single diode and diode shortcircuit fault in a very short period of time turned into the situation of the open-circuit fault, analyzed the fault diagnosis method of single diode open circuit. Take each diode fault waveform sampling data as the input vector and use RBF neural network for network training. The result shows that classification of this method is better than the BP neural network algorithm. It can solve the problem of a single diode fault classification well, avoid removing the generator for inspection one by one. This method saves the time of fault diagnosis and achieves the purpose of the rectifier fault diagnosis. At the same time, this method can also be extended to other research and application of intelligent fault diagnosis.
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